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Summary
The present experiments provide the first quantitative measurements of the mass transport by
mode-2 internal solitary waves (ISW) propagating on a thin pycnocline. The ISW were generated by
the release of fluid from an initially mixed volume. It was found that the amplitude and amount of
mass transported, by the leading and second following ISW, was proportional to the level of forcing
and was attenuated at an approximately uniform rate as the ISW propagated downstream. At the
highest level of ISW forcing over 40% of the mixed fluid was transported within the leading ISW.
Excellent agreement was found with the numerical simulations of Salloum et al. (2012) that were
designed to replicate the present experimental configuration. In addition, a new ISW regime was
identified, termed very large-amplitude ISW, where the ISW bulge wavelength and extent of mass
transported increased with amplitude at a rate greater than the lesser amplitude ISW. In recent years
the frequent occurrence of large amplitude ISW in the coastal ocean has been observed. The present
experiments and the associated numerical simulations can provide insight into the effects of ISW
transport on coastal mixing and biological material distribution.
Introduction
Numerous observations of mode-2 internal solitary waves (ISW) in the littoral ocean have now
been reported (e.g. Shroyer et al., 2010; Klymak et al., 2011; Ramp et al., 2012). Large amplitude
mode-2 solitary waves have unique properties, in particular regions of internal recirculation that
enable mass transport over large distances. Laboratory studies of large amplitude mode-2 ISW (e.g.
Davis & Acrivos, 1967; Maxworthy,1980; Stamp & Jacka, 1995; Brandt, 2007) have shown evidence
of the transport of fluid within a closed bulge wave implying the existence of a recirculation zone.
Numerically this has been demonstrated by Terez and Knio (1998) and Salloum et al. (2012).
The present study is focused on the
characteristics of large amplitude mode-2
ISW and the extent of mass transport as a
function of the source, the two layer density
difference and the pycnocline thickness.
Moreover, the mode-2 ISW investigated have
amplitudes in some cases significantly
exceeding those investigated in prior studies,
where a/h < 4, a being the ISW amplitude
and h the interface thickness. In these
cases, termed very-large amplitude ISW, with
4 ≲ 𝑎/ℎ ≲ 8 the bulge characteristics and
wave evolution are significantly different than
waves with a/h ≲ 4.
Description of wavefield

The experiments were performed in an enclosed channel 20.3 cm high x 7.6 cm wide x 6.0 m
long with a two-layer, equal depth stratification, fresh water over saline water. The ISW were
generated using the “dam break” method using a mixing chamber at one end of the channel.
The general nature of the evolving flow can be seen in the photo of the channel is shown in fig. 1.
Representative images of the leading mode-2 ISW for small and large amplitude conditions are
shown in fig. 2. While all the ISW generated were large-amplitude, i.e. had internal recirculating
regions and transported mass, they generally were of three types: ab/h < 2, (ab is the amplitude of the
bulge wave) small large-amplitude ISW with a smooth front face; 2 < ab/h < 4, intermediate large-
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amplitude ISW with an open mouth, “PacMan” opening where
external fluid was dividing the bulge; and, ab/h > 4, very largeamplitude ISW again with smooth front face likely due to strong
internal recirculation; the latter two illustrated in fig. 2. In all cases a
dye trail behind the leading wave was evident, composed of fluid
from the dye release intrusion and detrained fluid exiting the
downstream end of the bulge. This fluid was in part entrained into
nd
the 2 ISW. In the very large-amplitude waves, e.g. fig. 2(b) at ab/h
= 5.92, local mixing (instabilities) are apparent at the bulge aft end.
Mass transport
The recirculation within the large amplitude mode-2 ISW results in
the transport of mass, Φ, that is measured by the area of the ISW
bulge. The amount of mass transported as a fraction of the initial
mass released Φ/(2H0L0) is shown in figure 3(a), where the
measurements for individual video frames in each window are
shown. It is evident that a substantial fraction of the fluid released is
transported by the initial ISW bulge. The fraction of the initial mass transported increases
proportionally with the initial forcing, H0/h, where H0 is the height of the initial released volume. Figure
2
3(b) shows Φ scaled by h vs. a/h, for all experimental runs. With this scaling the data for all forcing,
H0/h and bottom salinity, s̅𝑏 conditions collapse into two curves separated at a/h ≅ 4, The universality
of the mass transport scaled by the interface thickness indicates that the dominant property governing
ISW mass transport is the interface thickness, irrespective of the specific ISW generation conditions.
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